
 

 

Quiet trip 
From Riyadh with an overnight stay in a country hostel 

Trip program:   

 First day 

Arrival to Hofuf (train/car) and meeting the tour guide 1:30 pm 

Have lunch at a tourist restaurant and take a short break 2:00 pm 

Head to the country inn 
Spend a good time in a session prepared with artistic lighting, 
accommodations and hospitality 
And for dinner, try the barbecue and potatoes 
Overnight in the hostel among the tall palm trees, equipped for 
several beds, a toilet with a shower, a kitchen with acoustics and a 
coal stove for heating. 

 
3:30 pm 

- 

11:00 pm 

Breakfast is prepared at the inn by self-experiment the second 
day 

 Visiting Al-Qarah Mountain and entering the famous cave 1:00 pm 

Have lunch at a tourist restaurant and take a short break 2:30 pm 

Visiting the Amiriya School, one of the first schools in the region 4:30 pm 

Visiting Al-Gaisariyah Market, where the local products and 
handicrafts are located 

5:30 pm 

Visiting the artisan market, where the creativity of handicraftsmen 
displays their work 

6:30 pm 

End of the trip and departure via (train / car) 7:45 pm 

 

Program services and costs: 

Fees: 1850 riyals per person / 925 per child, including added tax 

transportation by comfortable and modern bus, 

Arabic language tour guide _ tickets to enter the sites _ and hospitality during the trip and 

two traditional lunches _ Overnight in the country inn 

 

comments: 

-Program times are suggested and subject to modification according to the circumstances of 

the trip 

The minimum number per trip is 10 people- 

-In the event of cancellation / modification within less than 48 hours before the flight time, 

the reservation confirmation amount will not be refunded 

To upgrade the package of services, please contact the coordinator- 

 

+966 533 94 0000 www.fokharia.com    tours@fokharia.com     ints: fokharia     twit: @fokharia 

 


